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Abstract

The quality of a television system is signi cantly determined by the amount of distortions within the displayed image. One of these distortions is white gaussian noise. So a spatio{temporal algorithm for reducing noise in interlaced video is presented in this paper. It consists of a detail preserving spatial algorithm
which uses a set of contour oriented lowpass{ lters that
are controlled via corresponding highpass masks. The
in uence of the number of di erent masks as well as
of the coecients are analyzed. The temporal scheme
works in two subbands and makes use of some perceiption properties of the human eye. The high eciency
of this cascaded system is proofed by simulations.

1. Introduction
In every visual communication system noise is an
unavoidable problem. Especially in television sets noise
reduction has to be performed to increase the quality
of the displayed image.
In current television sets noise reduction is usually
performed by a motion adaptive temporal lter based
on a frame or eld delay [4]. Because of the interlaced
structure of the TV{signal there are problems either in
details or moving objects. For this reason a processing
of video signals should take care of interlace. This can
be achieved taking into account special properties of
the human visual system.
A motion adaptive temporal lter has higher eciency if it is applied to signals that are spatially noise
reduced before. But spatial lowpass lters for noise reduction purposes have the tendency to blur edges. In
other known algorithms [1, 2] this is avoided by measuring the image activity and switching o noise reduction if the measured value exceeds a threshold that is
optimized for a particular signal{to{noise{ratio. The
technique that is presented here works without the definition of thresholds and therefore it is appropriate for
a wide range of input signal{to{noise{ratios without
knowledge of the image statistics.

2. Subband based temporal noise reduction
The task of a noise reduction algorithm is to eliminate a spatially and temporally uncorrelated noise signal from a noisy image to restore the underlying original image. Usually noise reduction is performed by
a recursive temporal lowpass lter. To avoid artifacts
such as motion blur the lter is controlled by a motion
detector which switches o noise reduction in moving image parts. Detailed considerations concerning
a motion{adaptive recursive temporal noise reduction
are given in [4].
For interlaced video signals a simple recursive lter
for noise reduction has a crucial disadvantage. The
rasters of consecutive elds do not match (see Figure 1). But a temporal noise reduction has to be per-
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Figure 1: Rasters in consecutive elds do not match in
interlaced video
formed between pixels of the same position. So there
are two possibilities for a temporal lter. The rst one
is a eld based temporal lter. That means the recursive lter is realized with a eld delay. In this case
the recursive contribution has to be taken from the line
above or below or it must be interpolated. The result
is a loss of vertical resolution for the output image.
The second possibility for the lter is a frame based
recursion. The rasters of both images that are used for
ltering do match and no loss of resolution is visible.
But there is another disadvantage. The temporal difference between the pixels is higher than in case of a
eld{based lter. Moving objects will produce larger
unprocessed areas due to motion detection. The result
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is a reduced eciency of noise reduction.
The mentioned problems can be solved using a subband based processing adapted to perception properties of the human eye [3, 5, 6]. A general scheme of a
subband based processing is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: General scheme of a 2{channel processing
According to the perception properties noise reduction in the highpass channel should preferably be frame
based to preserve the full spatial reolution. The realized scheme in this channel is given in (1), with kH the
output of the highpass motion detector.
gH(x; y; t) =kH  sH (x; y; t)
+ (1 ? kH)  gH (x; y; t ? Tframe )

(1)

In the lowpass channel it is desirable to have a rld{
based system with respect to motion. But in case of
static image content a frame{based method will give
best results. Both constraints are full lled if a median
based deinterlacing is applied. The resulting processing is given in (2), with kL the output of the motion
detector in the lowpass channel.
gL =kL  sL (x; y; t)

0 g (x; y; t ? T ) 1
L
frame
(2)
+ (1 ? kL)  med @gL(x; y ? 1; t ? T eld )A
gL(x; y + 1; t ? T eld )

In non{moving homogenous areas the median{ lter
yields further noise reduction [7]. This has high subjective e ect because noise of low spatial frequency is
reduced [8].
Results of this temporal lter are signi cantly better compared to other currently implemented methods.
Simulations concerning the signal to noise ratio yields
in noise reduction values that are more than 2 dB better than a motion adaptive frame recursion and nearly
3 dB better than a motion adaptive eld recursion.
Subjective considerations show best noise reduction
compared to the other methods without any loss of
resolution. A more detailed analyzation of this lter is
given in [3, 10].

3. Edge preserving spatial noise lter
In video signals usually spatial correlations exist. In
the literature correlation models, e.g. the autoregressive process, are given [9]. By using spatial lowpass
lters these correlations are used to preserve the original signal but reduce spatially uncorrelated noise. One
simple method for reducing noise isa symmetric 3{tap
FIR{lowpass lter with coecients 1?2 a ; a; 1?2 a . The
e ect of such a lter on white gaussian noise with input
variance in2 can be determined using (3):

 1 ? a 2

 in2
(3)
2
If the image is unstructured, the original image remains una ected. So the noise reduction value R can
be determined (4).
2 = a2   2 + 2 
out
in





2
R[dB] = 10  log 2in = 10  log 3a2 ?22a + 1 (4)
out
In case of edges and lines in the image such a lter will blur them which results in a loss of resolution.
In currently implemented methods for spatial noise reduction an image analyzer is used to determine image{
activity. Dependent on the output of the analyzer noise
reduction is switched o . For such systems particular
thresholds are required to determine switching points
of the lter. Some disadvantages come up with such
a method. First of all not the complete image will
be processed because near edges and lines the lter is
switched o . Furthermore for the determination of the
thresholds a lot of simulations and calculations are required to get optimal results. Besides all thresholds
are only valid for a particular signal{to{ noise{ratio.
For an implementation in a television set this results
in further costs for a noise estimation.
Because of the abovementioned problems another
concept without thresholds was developed in this work.
It is based on the assumption that the image consists
of nearly homogenous regions which are separated by
edges, lines and corners. Under this assumption noise
reduction can be performed in all areas of the image.
But the direction of the noise reduction lter must
be independently determined for all regions. To avoid
blurring, the lter has to be applied along edges and
lines but never across them. So for all image structures
there exists a lowpass lter which will not lter across
structures.
The proposed system works with di erently oriented
3{tap highpass lters for analyzing purposes. The lters must have zero response at DC-frequency.
This is

achieved with lter coecients of ? 41 ; 12 ; ? 14 . The

structure orientation is determined by the mask delivering the lowest absolute output.
The lowpass lter for noise reduction is applied with
the same mask but using arbitrary lowpass coecients.
The coecients are chosen to be 1?2 a ; a; 1?2 a . The
lter will be analyzed in the following sections, distinguishing between structured and homogenous image
regions.

3.1. Noise reduction in structured areas
In structured image areas the direction of the lter is determined by the orientation of image structures. That means that there is only one mask which
ts the image structure perfectly. In such cases the
chosen mask is uncorelated to noise and no edges will
be blurred. So noise reduction in this case can be determined by (4) again.
Figure 3 shows the dependency between the central
coecient a and the noise reduction value R. As it can
be seen for a cos2 {shaped lter this yields in a noise
reduction of 4.26 dB.
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Figure 4: Model of one mask of the analyzing and noise
reduction lter
The noise{pdf after addition and multiplication of
the input signals s?1 and s1 with the the coecient
0:25 can be calculated to
? 4x2
f (x) = p 2  e in2 :
(6)
1

  in

The di erent pdfs are depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Probability density functions of the intermediate signals
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Figure 3: Noise reduction vs. central coecient

3.2. Noise reduction in homogenous areas
In homogenous regions the behaviour of the lter is
determined by noise structures. That means, that the
lter will be oriented to structures formed by noise.
The result will be a reduced noise reduction value, because mask selection and noise are not uncorrelated.
For the following calculations a cos2 {shaped lowpass
lter is assumed.
The noise signal at the input of the lter (signals
s?1 ; s0 ; s1 in Figure 4) is assumed to have a gaussian
probability density function (pdf) with variance in2 .
After multiplication of the central input s0 with the
center coecient of 0:5 the resulting noise variance 02
of the intermediate signal w0 is 02 = 41  in2 , so a pdf of
results.

p
? 2x2
f0 (x) = p 2  e in2
in

(5)

The noise{pdf at the output of the lter can be calculated by a convolution of the probability density functions of w0 and w1 . In case of N masks and with the
assumption of independent identically distributed (iid)
non center inputs the mask with the lowest absolute
highpass output is chosen. Regarding to the model of
Figure 4, the input mask, which produces the lowest
di erence between w1 and w0 , will be the one that is
chosen. All other masks will have a higher highpass
output and are refused. A typical situation is given in
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Figure 6: Probability density functions at di erent
steps of the lter
Figure 6. The signal w0 equals x2 + x0. The signal w1

with the lowest di erence to w0 equals x2 ? x0. All signals w1 of the other N ? 1 masks must therefore have
samples outside the area [ x2 ? x0; x2 + 3x0].
The probability of a random variable s with variance
2 falling into the range [ x2 ? x0; x2 +3x0 ] is determined
using the gaussian error function erf() (7).
x

x

P( 2 ? x0  s  2 + 3x0) =
1  erf  x2p+ 3 x0  ? erf  x2p? x0  (7)
2
2
2
With the analyzations above the noise{pdf of the
lter output g can be determined by the convolution
of the probability density function of both branches of
the chosen mask multiplied with the probability that
the other N ? 1 masks have higher highpass outputs.
(8).
fout (x) =
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Figure 7: Noise reduction in homogenous regions decreases with the number of di erent masks
mask 1 mask 2 mask 3 mask 4 mask 5 mask 6 mask 7 mask 8

Figure 8: Realized system has 8 masks
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With the assumption of a noise output g having zero
mean, an output variance o2ut = E[g2] results.
In this way the dependency of noise reduction in homogenous regions and the number of masks can be calculated. The results are given in Table 1 and depicted
in Figure 7. It is obvious that the amount of noise
reduction decreases with increasing number of masks.
So in the end there is a trade{o between structure
preserving properties, which requires a large amount
of di erent masks, and noise reduction in homogenous
regions.

3.3. Realization of the spatial lter
As mentioned in the last section a compromise regarding the number of masks has to be found. 8 different masks proved to be a good compromise. These
masks are depicted in Figure 8. The system uses a
3  3{neighbourhood for noise reduction. For this reason it is low expensive concerning memory. Regarding to Table 1 a noise reduction in homogenous areas
of 1.51 dB would be expected if all masks have independent non{center inputs. However, because of the
special structure of the masks only 4 ones o er inde-

pendent inputs. A more exact calculation leads to theoretical noise reduction values of 2 dB in homogenous
regions.
Simulations of this lter yields in a gain of the
signal{to{noise{ratio of 1 dB up to 2 dB. This proved
as sucient for supporting the described temporal
noise reduction. Because of its low expense compared
to its eciency this spatial noise reduction scheme is
part of an integrated circuit for receiver based spatio{
temporal noise reduction.

4. Results
To proof its performance system simulations of the
cascaded spatio{temporal system in comparison to
pure spatial and pure temporal noise reduction in presence of white gaussian noise were performed. In Figure 9 the gain in signal{to{noise{ratio of these lters
are depicted for four di erent test sequences.
It can be pointed out that especially at noise levels
below 30 dB the results of the complete chain may
even be higher than the sum of pure spatial and pure
temporal noise reduction. The reason for this is the
higher accuracy of the motion detection of the temporal
noise reduction.
Furthermore critical sequences for motion adaptive
noise reduction (e.g. zoom) deliver good results if they
are processed with the combined technique.
Besides the signal{to{noise{ratio does not show the
subjective gain that is provided by the visual adaption
of the temporal lter.

Number of masks
N
Noise reduction
R [dB]

Table 1: Dependency of noise reduction and number of masks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
4.26

3.17

2.58

Noise Reduction R [dB]

4.19

5.31
5.2
4.08

3.2
1.69

0.85
1.43

1.71

1.63

combined
pure temporal

ZOOM
ZOOM static
25 dB
30 dB sequence
25 dB

1.96

1.77

1.63

1.51

10

1.42

1.34
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